This season
Dozens of social marketing webinars:
Tools of Change Highlights Series

• Case studies: (home / building energy,
sustainable transportation, composting,

ClimateSmart Home
Service

water efficiency)

• Social marketing instruction and review
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Tools of Change Highlights Series

Home / Building Energy
• ClimateSmart Home Service
• Third of three Landmark case studies this

season on energy programs
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Tools of Change Highlights Series

Landmark Case Studies
Designation recognizes
programs and social
marketing approaches
considered to be among
the most successful
worldwide
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Tools of Change Highlights Series

Landmark Case Studies
Rated by a peer-selection
panel based on:
• Impact
• Innovation
• Replicability
• Adaptability
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Tools of Change Highlights Series
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ClimateSmart Home Service

Peer Selection Panel

Strengths:

• Devin Causley, FCM

• Impressive results both
individuals and overall

• Melissa Klein, US EPA's ENERGY STAR Program
• Arien Korteland, BC Hydro

• Good use of incentives, norms,
segmentation and tailoring

• Clifford Maynes, Green Communities Canada
• Doug McKenzie-Mohr, McKenzie-Mohr
• Stephanie Thorson, Summerhill
• Edward Vine, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
• Dan York, ACEEE
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This Case Study: What to Look For

The Panel wanted to know more
about:

Stages of Planning

• Accuracy of the savings
estimates
• Persistence of savings
• Follow-up to engage participants
in further actions

Traditional CBSM model
• Selecting the Behavior
• Getting Informed: barriers and benefits
• Strategy to overcome barriers, address
benefits
• Piloting and evaluation
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This Case Study: What to Look For

Tools of Change

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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This Case Study: What to Look For

Tools of Change
Building motivation over time
Challenges
Feedback
Financial Incentives
Home Visits

| www.cullbridge.com

Norm Appeals
Obtaining a Commitment
Overcoming Specific Barriers
Prompts
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ClimateSmart where?

ClimateSmart Home Service
Anthony Coates,
Director, LGIS Operations
March, 2012

Pre-program: Consumer attitudes
If they did convince people that there was
a saving and it was best for the
environment…I think people would give
serious consideration to it .If it was going
to cost you a $1000 then I wouldn’t be
doing it.
Brisbane

I think we’re a conscientious
people in our home to try and
save where we can but we’re
not, it costs money to be
efficient I think and we try and
do our best.
Townsville

Well the environment party is
pretty big out there and so that
has sort of made us more
aware of the environment, but
the cost is a big thing too.
Charters Towers

Some people probably wouldn't be as
keen on climate change or saving the
climate if it was going to cost them
money to do it but if it's saving them
money … then people would probably be
more likely to do that.
Brisbane

Pre-program: Program development
 Limitations

Pre-program: Objectives
 Capitalise on the successful delivery of the Home
WaterWise Service (an in-home water efficient device
retrofit program)
– apply learnings to the energy sector

 Enable all customers to achieve savings regardless of
their monetary commitment level
– by creating a spread of energy saving behaviours ranging
from easy to hard both in terms of cost and commitment

 Give customers a practical way to quantify their
behaviour change
– through provision of a feedback device

Pre-program: Program design CSHS I
Up to
15

– service should be less than one hour
– technology had to be tried and tested
 due to short timeframe for development

– installation by one labour source
– inclusion of feedback device was mandatory
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Pre-program: Program design CSHS II

Pre-program: Long term engagement
Identifying behaviours

5

High

Impact on
Environment

Getting the right balance between actions that have an impact
on energy efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions
reduction, and choosing things that people are likely to do
(i.e. high impact and high probability)
37 were selected in total.

Low
Low

High

Probability

Pre-program: Long term engagement
Identifying behaviours
 Behaviours already being done
– positive reinforcement
– highlight simplicity of action (without being condescending)

 Behaviours households are open to adopting
– motivate by outlining benefits (environmental and monetary)

 Behaviours households are reluctant to do
– stress how benefits outweigh initial outlay
– provide information on how to adopt these behaviours in the
most cost effective way

Pre-program: Savings assumptions
 An average CO2 reduction of 630kg per year for each showerhead installed
(taking into account penetration rates of different hot water heating
mediums)
 A lifespan of 10 years for each showerhead installed
 For CFLs installed after June 2009, calculations take into account the
legislation to phase out incandescent bulbs. As a result we have assumed a
reduction in product life and abatement. For ClimateSmart I the product
abatement was 0.96 tonnes of CO2 per year. Over the program this has
diminished to 0.23 tonnes of CO2 per year. This assumes a lifespan of
1,000 hours for an incandescent bulb with a daily usage of 3 hours, lasting
approximately 11 months
 An average reduction per property of 15% in CO2 emissions for a 5 year
period due to behaviour change, and
 An average reduction per property of 5% in CO2 emissions for a 5 year
period due to encouraged additional technology changes.

Pre-program: Forecast savings
Retrofit up to 430,000 households in 3 years
 Approximately 25% of the population
Metric

Average per
household/per
year

Average per
household (life
of products)

Total program
per year

Total program
(life of
products)

GGE reductions
(tonnes)

1.89

11.1

810,946

4,755,105

kWh savings

1,849

10,842

795,046,040

4,661,868,179

Dollar savings

$338.60

$1,917

$145,588,006

$824,290,910

Pre-program: Customer acquisition
 Identify target market
 Create marketing messages
 Determine marketing channels
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Pre-program: Identifying the target market
 Research
– determine key demographic factors for
segmentation

 Demographic factors identified were
–
–
–
–

age
electricity bill size
household size
household income

Pre-program: Target market
We do our best to implement water saving
initiatives. I like to talk to friends and
family members about reducing energy
usage although we have never set a
specific target on how to action energy
reduction in our household.

I think that our household probably uses
more electricity than others. I consider
myself to be less environmentally friendly
than the average person. I am dissatisfied
with the amount of electricity I am using.

Young Cost Conscious
Under 55 years
Electricity bill > $300
4+ people in household
Household income < $52k PA

Young Environmentalists
Under 55 years
Electricity bill < $300
2-3 people in household
Household income > $52k PA

Pre-program: Motivators to service uptake
 Motivators
–
–
–
–

Pre-program: Barriers to service uptake

want to save money
do our bit to help the environment
perceive value in the home audit
curious about energy monitor

Pre-program: Pilot testing
Supported
 Product choices
 Timeframe: On average the
service took approximately
one hour and this was seen as
appropriate, particularly in
terms of the value of the
service

Q. You mentioned that you would not be interested in this service, why is that?

Base: All respondents who were not interested in the service (n=441)

 Price point ($50): Seen as
value for money in terms of the
monetary value of the monitor,
CFLs and showerhead as well
as electrician‟s advice

Learnings
 Conduct regular Quality
Assurance testing
 Use QA results to determine
training opportunities for call
centre and electricians
 Provide more instructions and
information around the
wireless power monitor
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Pre-program: Marketing challenge

Written materials and image supplied by

Evolution of socio-demographic profiling
E – Family challenge
 Family households with school
age children
 Blue collar employment in
construction and
manufacturing industries
 Low priced housing that is
being purchased
 Average household incomes
and housing that is being
purchased
 Average household incomes
and housing costs
 Highest credit risk of all groups

Marketing channels

Evolution of marketing messages

D – Pushing the
boundaries
 Young families with children
attending preschool or primary
school
 Employed in blue collar,
clerical or administration roles
in infrastructure and
manufacturing
 Fringe metropolitan areas
 Most likely group to be
purchasing their home

Marketing channels: Direct mail
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Marketing channels: Telesales

Marketing channels: Telesales
I would‟ve booked it a long
time ago… It‟s pure
procrastination that stopped
me.

Someone phoned me
and that prompted me to
book the service.

Partnerships

Behavioural journey

…that made it easier, to
receive the phone call
and do it then and there.

They called me out of the blue
and asked if I wanted
someone to come out and I
said yes. I had been thinking
about doing it but I hadn‟t
made the phone call.

End to end customer experience
Registration:

Plan in mail:

Web Portal:

•Explain & begin the journey
(i.e. prepare them for change)
•Increase the efficiency of the service
– customise audit
•Convert enquiry to booking
•Convenient booking process (phone,
online, kiosk)

•Simple
•Reinforce Top 5 actions
(incl. 2 easy behaviours)
•Reinforce savings &
“barrier” messages
•Reinforce target use &
benefit in utilising the
portal

•Pre-populated
with data from registration &
service
•Tool to track behaviour
progress & savings
•All relevant actions
•Network of customised
resources to overcome
barriers

Reminder:

Service:

•Reminder of service
& efficiency
requirements
•Reduce cost
of „no shows‟
•Stay top of mind

•Customised to household
to engage from the start
•Audit template to lead the
electrician & customer through
the process
•Audit to show the top 5 &
associated savings
•Encourage customer to
engage in 2 “easy” actions
•Commitment to use consumption
target & other tools
•Identify linkage between monitor,
target and portal for long term
engagement.

Follow up emails
(begin 3-4 months after service):
•Congratulatory & supportive
•Follow up on actions and consumption
target – encouraging use of portal
•Tailored to customer segment motivators
•Provide additional information to overcome
behaviour barriers
- Information updates
- Government initiatives & rebate
information notifications

Home visits

 Booking process
– gather detailed information from customer
– tailor service that will be provided

 We know you before we even see you!
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Home visits

Printed plans
Individual actions
with quantifiable
results

Savings

Energy Target
Details of initiatives to reduce
the cost barrier of achieving
more difficult actions

My ClimateSmart Home: Web portal

Evolution of post service materials
 Objectives
– increase repeat visitation to the web portal
– assist customers to reduce energy usage by 20%
post service
– continue to overcome barriers to behaviour change
by making information easier to access
– position post service model so that it could
transition to a community wide program if required

Evolution of post service materials

How Low Can You Go

Commitment, reward and recognition
 Energy challenge is used as key motivator.
 Member’s card to access competitions on portal.
 EDM to congratulate and recognise.

Support and information



CSHS

Personalised plan & a
post-service strategy
that motivates action.






Tools and prompts provided at service e.g. magnet.
Enhanced accessibility to information and tools to
overcome behaviour barriers.
Enhanced accessibility to product info and FAQs to
overcome CSHS product use barriers.
EDM campaigns - to remind, inform, advise.
Access to stakeholder websites and info, govt. rebates
and offers, renovations and building, products guide.
Info and tools to re-energise potentially relapsed
customers.

Feedback and norming
•
•
•
•

Tools to enable comparisons with others.
Tools to track savings and enhance customer
engagement with the power monitor.
Reports on progress against HH energy challenge.
Automated EDM campaign to provide feedback and
encourage customers to come back to MCSH i.e.
quarterly automated email to remind customer to enter
their latest bill data.
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How Low Can You Go

Printed plan

Incentive for going
to the web portal

Community
comparisons

Savings:
kWh, GGE &
$

Rebates
Target

Web portal
Additional resources
and information

Initiatives and incentives
for behaviour change

Tools for measurement and
ongoing engagement

Ongoing communication

Motivation
through norming

Highlighting
target

Detailed information to help
achieve behaviour change

Budget
 CSHS I (January 2009 – December 2010)
– $60 million

 CSHS I extension (January 2011 – June 2011)
– $14 million

 CSHS II (July 2011 – December 2012)

Results
 Since 5 January 2009 - Now 327,862
services delivered
 Further 6,760 bookings in the system
 Consistent customer satisfaction rating
above 95%

– $43 million
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Results
Metric

Program to date
per household
per year

Program to date Program to date
per household
all households
(life of products) per year

Program to date
all households
(life of products)

GGE
1.47
reductions
(tonnes)

8.7

633,701

3,726,172

kWh
savings

1,445

8,496

621,275,475

3,653,109,585

Dollar
savings

$252.30

$1,437

$108,476,172

$617,841,710

Lessons learned:
Project delivery model
Seven elements of project delivery model:
 Project Management – governance framework, methodology,
budget, KPIs and deliverables
 Stakeholder and Customer Engagement – reporting, customer
contact and satisfaction, develop partnerships, providing high
quality information
 Logistics Management – ensure provision of products and
services match program objectives
 Training – support electricians and customer facing officers with
customer service and technical training

Lessons learned:
Project delivery model
 Information Systems and Data Management – ensure
efficient, effective and secure data capture and sharing between
suppliers and LGIS
 Quality Assurance and Risk Management – ensure a high
standard of project delivery, and minimise risks (i.e. in-field, call
centre and invoicing audits, internal quality audit, customer
feedback and complaint audit)
 Marketing – PR and advertising to drive customer uptake

Lessons learned
 Marketing
– don‟t confuse with education
– clearly overcome barriers
– engage, excite, enthuse (and regularly evaluate)

 Customer satisfaction is key
– regular monitoring is essential to ensure issues do not
have a negative impact on word of mouth

 Tailored messaging
– behaviour change is more likely if all post service
messaging is tailored to each individual customer

Questions?
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